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Cover Story
Saturday 19th October 2019 saw the
Model Railway Group hold another very
successful Model Railway Show in the
Ickenham Village Hall. Following the
format of previous years, layouts were
provided by various members of the
society.
The day started early with setting up of
various layouts, and things were soon
ready for the ten o’clock opening time.
Preparations were significantly helped
by the bacon sandwiches provided by the
Proudfoots, who had taken up residence
in the kitchen.
Despite the dire prognostications of the
weather forecasters, the day turned out
to be fine. Indeed, bright sunshine
streaming into the hall early in the
morning illuminated the club layout
Swakeleys, with pleasing results (front cover); this layout is normally
only seen under artificial lighting.
Soon after
opening the
hall was well
filled (inside
front cover
upper).
Going around
the room, the
layouts on
display
included a
welcome
reappearance
by Hayning
Island, Tom
Haynes’ EM
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gauge branch line
terminus based on
the real life Hayling
Island Branch,
Beatstaple,
exhibited by
Michael Vickery
(right), St.
Aldhelm’s, a small
OO layout built
inside three box-
files by new junior
member Indy
Bowles (inside front
cover lower). There
were also no less
than three layouts
from the Hamlin
family: Casester
(right) a small N
gauge layout built
inside an old
briefcase, Bwrdd
Coffi, a small
narrow gauge layout
built inside a coffee
table that proved
very popular with
our youngest
visitors who could
sit on the floor
watching the trains
(inside rear cover
lower) and the
Dougal Bay
Tramway (right),
Simon Hamlin’s
horse tramway.
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Ken Knight once again brought along his small tail-chasing OO layout
(above) which is set up to allow visitors to drive the trains themselves.
Standing in the middle of the hall, this once again proved to be a hit
with younger visitors.
The balance of the layouts on display were made up of three club
layouts. Schwungischerplatz, the N gauge layout based on German
railways, was making its first public appearance since half the layout
had been rebuilt from
scratch earlier this year
(rear cover).
New Brushford, based
on a small diesel depot
made another
appearance (right).
This layout features
DCC control as well as
locomotives fitted with
sound chips.
Finally, Swakeleys a
typical country branch
line terminus also
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made a return
appearance (inside
rear cover upper).
In addition to the
layouts being
exhibited, there was
also a display stand
(right top) organised
by Malcolm Parsons
showcasing
IDSME's other
modelling activities,
while outside the
hall a live steam
portable track (right
middle) was operating,
giving train rides to
visitors.
Finally mention must be
made of those who spent
much of their time either
staffing the cash desk
(below right) at the
entrance or the
refreshment counter,
which did sterling work
keeping both visitors and
members copiously
supplied with tea and
other refreshments.
All in all, the day was a
great success, enjoyed by
members and visitors
alike. It helped raise the
public profile of the club,
and quite by chance also
made a healthy
contribution to club funds.
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Chairman's Chat

The end of another year fast approaches and it is maybe a time for a
quick look back over 2019. The year has been tinged with sadness
after a combination of both sad and tragic losses. In January we said
farewell to Colin Reid after he succumbed to his long battle with
cancer. This followed quickly on the heels of the tragic death of former
member Kevin Flint in a motorcycle accident. Kevin may not have
been known to all of our members but was a keen supporter of the
club’s participation at the London Model Engineering Exhibition.
Another loss was that of Morris Thompson who died in May. Although
he had ceased to be a member as his health declined he had served
the club over many years. On the 22nd July I received a very sad call
from Ian and Neil Mortimer to say that Jean Mortimer had passed
away on the previous day. This was even more poignant as on the 21st
a large percentage of us were gathered for the Friends & Family Day
oblivious of the fact that Jean had chosen the day to slip peacefully
away.
I’m sure you will all join me in just pausing for a moment to think of
them and their families. They are all sadly missed.

Life does as they say go on as we rush headlong into the Christmas
festivities. We have the Ickenham Festival Community Evening
portable track run followed by the final IDSME public running day of
2019 on the 6th and 7th of December respectively. Please do come
along and support. As I frequently remind members, it is the success
and profit of these activities that underwrites the running of the club
and keeps our membership fee so very low.

Whilst all of the recent club activities have been well reported either
in Ashpan or on the club message board it only remains for me to
thank you for your support this year and best wishes for the coming
weeks.

Happy humbug.
Bob Proudfoot
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Ashpan Notebook
Ashpan 119 & 120
Thank you to those who have submitted contributions for inclusion in
this issue of Ashpan. The next issue of Ashpan, number 120, due to be
published in the Spring, and so any contributions should be with the
editor as soon as possible. The editor's contact details can be found on
the contents page.

AGM
At the AGM in September the only change to the committee was the
election of Mel Fuller as the new society president to replace Geoff Higgs
who stood down after five years in the post. The committee for 2019/20
is: Chairman: Bob Proudfoot, Vice Chairman: John Wilcox, President:
Mel Fuller, Secretary: David Sexton, Treasurer: Graham Findlater,
Public Relations Officer: Phil Wimbush and Committee Member: Peter
Cathcart. Peter Fitch and Patrick Rollin remain as the society's
auditors. Subscriptions for the year 2020/21 will remain unchanged from
their present level of £40 (£10 for junior members). These subscriptions
will not fall due until 1st April 2020.

Exhibitions
IDSME will be attending
the London Model
Engineering Exhibition at
Alexandra Palace from the
17th to 19th January 2020.
Offers of exhibits and help
for set-up/stewarding etc
will be gratefully received.

Dates For Your Diary
The Winter Programme is now in full swing and details can be found on
page 28. For any latest updates please see the IDSME Message Board,
accessible via our website (provided you have registered).
In the meantime, here are a few dates for the Spring and Summer
months of 2020:
As always IDSME’s public running days will be held on the first
Saturday of the month from April to December, commencing on
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Saturday 4th April 2020.
The Ickenham Festival is due to be held between the 6th and 14th June
next year, and we expect to be operating a portable track at the
Ickenham Festival Gala Day on Saturday 13th June 2020.
A Family and Friends Running Day has been proposed for Saturday 18th
July 2020. More details will be available nearer the time.

Progress Report
The last issue of Ashpan carried reports on the various projects that were
carried out during the winter months. Since then these projects have
either been completed or at least progressed further:

Kitchen
During the early part of the summer work was completed on the kitchen
refurbishment. The largest outstanding item when the last issue of
Ashpan was published was the tiling of the wall in the area of the sink
and window. This fiddly task was completed by Graham Findlater over a
number of weeks.

Compressor Shed
This is now complete internally and only requires a small amount of
work externally, such as fitting the guttering down pipes.

Conduit System
The major objective
of last winter’s
efforts on this
project was to
provide a new link
between the station
and Khazi Junction
and this was largely
in place by the start
of the running
season. Since then
John Browning has
been completing
work on the access
chambers along this
new stretch before
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moving on to creating several new access chambers along stretches of the
existing conduit system. Following an inadvertent (and failed) attempt to
demolish the foot bridge leading to Khazi Junction by hitting it
repeatedly with his head, John can now be regularly seen sporting a
bright yellow hard hat when engaged in this work.
Plans are also being developed for this coming winter’s campaign, which
is likely to focus on the area between the rear OO room door and the
signal box.

Signalling System Replacement
While the only on-site evidence of this project at present is the upgrade
work on the conduit system described above, various other activities have
been carried out away from the club. Several of the required relay boxes
have been wired up and are awaiting installation. Several more have still
to be created and it is anticipated that these will be done next year.
Elsewhere work has begun on manufacturing the new colour light signals
which will replace the existing ones on a mostly like for like basis (the
existing semaphore signals will be retained in the new signalling
system). This work is being done by Adrian Oaten at his company based
at Denham Aerodrome. Adrian is the son of member John Oaten. This
work is being carried out on a CNC machine and interested members
were able to visit this factory in October to inspect the signals as they
were manufactured. We must record here our appreciation of the efforts
of both John and particularly Adrian Oaten in connection with this
project.
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President's Charity
On the November running day, in his final official duty, retiring club
President Geoff Higgs presented a cheque for £1,000 to the Hillingdon
Hospital Children's Occupational Therapy Unit. This sum represented
the monies raised during Geoff's final year as President of the Society,
which officially ended at the AGM at the end of September.

Val Fitch, who is
our principal fund
raiser, through her
stall at public
running days was
also presented with
a bouquet of
flowers in
recogntion of her
efforts on our
behalf.
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With a change of President comes a change in the charity that we will be
supporting in the years ahead. New president Mel Fuller explains his
choice:

As many of you will know I was appointed President at the recent AGM. I
would like to continue with a President’s Charity but make a change in
who we support.
The RNIB Sunshine House School in Dene Road, Northwood is a
specialist school for blind and partially sighted children with significant
learning difficulties and disabilities who are aged from 2 to 14 years.

Support is provided for children coping with the following needs:
• Vision impairment
• Multi-sensory impairment
• Learning difficulties and disabilities
• Physical disabilities
• Communication difficulties
• Additional medical and healthcare needs, including long-term

ventilation or life-threatening or life-limiting conditions

At present they can only reach one in three of the people who need their
help most.

I chose this charity having been aware of it since moving to Northwood in
1974. Some years later I was posted to the area as a police constable, and
it was on my 'patch' for about fifteen years. On one memorable occasion
during that time a Home Beat Officer from nearby went with me to visit
the school, taking his pet 6-foot python and parrot (African Grey) which
caused quite a stir...

There is also a direct link with the previous President's Charity
recipients at Hillingdon, as staff visit each other's facility for training
etc., the needs of some of the children at each location being quite similar

I have spoken to Val Fitch, our chief fund raiser, Graham our treasurer,
and Chairman Bob who all support the idea. I hope you will too.

Mel Fuller
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AVillage Of Slumber
From the Pall Mall Gazette, 18th February 1912

There is today within a
few miles of the
great noisy
metropolis a
tiny village
named
Ickenham
sleeping
peacefully
and
tranquilly
in its little
hollow, near
Uxbridge.
Although often stirring
in its deep slumber, it never
awakes. It has slept for centuries, and judging from its present state of
coma, it will go on sleeping for many centuries to come.

It is interesting to witness the battle between the giants Progress and
Slumber. So far Slumber has resisted the mighty efforts of his enemy,
whose marches have left little or no mark. Slumber, with a benign
indifference, has paid little heed to the boastings of his rival, who has
adopted many disguises and ruses. All to no purpose, for today Ickenham
sleeps as soundly as ever before, although it is frequently roughly stirred.
Its compactness is its real defence. Even the very roads themselves –
there are only three of them leading to the centre of the village – run
gently, oh so gently, into it, as if afraid to disturb the sweet sleep of their
destination.

Progress has built two railway stations just outside the village, and from
these, on Sundays, many people, all in the pay of him, come out to the
attack. Singing, laughing, running, they come to Ickenham, the
battleground, but they have always failed. The village just stirs – that is
all – until they return, and then settles down, glad to be rid of such
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nuisances, to an uninterrupted six days’ sleep. Progress only attacks in
the summer, and even then fails. In the winter Ickenham sleeps deeply,
with nothing to disturb it, until the warm weather again comes, and with
it Progress’s insistent attack. Will Progress ever win? It is doubtful. Each
year his minions come in ever-increasing numbers, but, as they wander
down the lanes to meet their enemy, the spirit, the all-peaceful spirit, of
deep slumber permeates to them, and as they pass through the tiny
hamlet, they tread lightly, lower their voices, and all unconsciously pay
reverence to the Great God Sleep.

Progress has tried to build dwelling places for his servants in years gone
by, and today he has managed to erect just a few showy castles and place
in them the more rowdy of his army. But to no purpose; Slumber has
driven them away. They came in all confidence of being able to carry out
their leader’s command to awaken the village; but slowly, in many cases
quickly, they have fled one by one, beaten away by the giant Slumber.

Coming into Ickenham one sees the stronghold of Slumber; in the centre
the tired-looking pump with the worn-out handle, around it the indolent
inn, the peaceful church, the lazy shop and post-office, the still ponds, the
few inhabitants, all sound asleep. They have been for ages past and will
be so for ages to come. Progress will never win. O.S.
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The Fullerphone
By Old Bill

During World War One, two large armies were densely packed in their
trenches, at places only a few hundred yards apart. In mid-1915 the
Germans seemed to be extraordinarily well informed of Allied plans.
Carefully planned raids were met by hostile fire in exactly the right place
and at exactly the right time. Relieving Allied troops would be greeted, if
not by shells, then by shouts of welcome from the opposing trench.
On one memorable occasion a Scottish battalion taking up its position on
the front line received a musical welcome from the Germans who were
playing the Scottish Battalion’s own regimental march on a cornet!
British authorities began to suspect a leak!
At first, they had no clue as to how this espionage was being achieved.
However, a recently repatriated British civilian, who had been interned
by the Germans at the start of the war, brought back the information
that the Germans had been listening into allied communications to and
from the front line.
At the time signal communication was principally by telephone and
various buzzer telegraph instruments, usually connected via a single line
with an earth return. Both the telephone and the buzzer telegraphs
transmitted a rapidly fluctuating signal which in turn generated an
equally fluctuating magnetic field in both the wire and the earth return.
The Germans had discovered that if they placed two earth connections,
one as close to the front line as they could, and the other a couple of
kilometres behind the line and then wired a pair of headphones between
them, they could listen into the allied communications. This method
relied on induction. If the Germans’ front line earth was close enough to
the Allied earth connection then whenever a signal was sent to or from
the Allied front line a corresponding current would be induced in the
Germans’ front line earth and flow through the headphones to the earth
in rear of the line, producing an audible signal in the headphones.
Hastily conducted experiments carried out within the Allied lines left no
doubt about the cause of the leak. What was to be done? As a short-term
measure metallic circuits were employed within three miles of the front
line. ‘Metallic Circuits’ was just a fancy way of saying that the earth
return was replaced by a second wire in a twisted pair. While twisted
pair cables solved the immediate problem they were more costly, used
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more resources and were more difficult to maintain than a single wire
and earth return; if the cable has been severed by shell-fire then repair of
a twisted pair needed two reconnections to be remade for every one
reconnection that would have been required for a single line and earth
return. This inevitably extended the repair time. There was therefore a
strong desire to return to single line and earth return if possible.
Step forward Captain A.C. Fuller who, by
the end of 1915 had devised the
Fullerphone.
Despite its name, the Fullerphone was a
DC morse telegraph only. The buzzer
telegraphs used before had transmitted a
tone burst for as long as the Morse key
was depressed. The tone was created by
means of a vibrating armature which
‘chopped’ up the DC supplied from
batteries into a signal in the audio
frequency range. At the receiving end the
transmitted tone burst was fed directly to the headphones where an
audible signal was produced. The frequent on/off switching of the DC
supply to create the tone burst produced the rapidly fluctuating magnetic
field in the line wire and earth return for the entire time that the Morse
key was held down and this is what made the buzzer telegraph
susceptible to listening in by the Germans.
The great innovation of the Fullerphone was to transmit a DC pulse on
the line and only ‘chop’ the DC pulse up into an audio frequency signal
once it had arrived at the receiving end. As a result, magnetic field
changes in the telegraph wire and earth return only occurred at the start
and end of each DC pulse, rather than throughout the period the Morse
key was held down. Furthermore, a filter combination of chokes and
condensers prevented any variation in the line current during a signal,
and also ensured that the rise and fall of line current at the start and
end of each DC pulse was comparatively slow and thus further reduced
the rate of magnetic field changes.
Thus, the Fullerphone transmissions were practically immune* from
overhearing, which made the system at the time when it was devised

* It was found that with the use of very sensitive equipment (believed to be a valve
amplifier) it was possible to overhear a Fullerphone when the listening earth was
within 180ft of the Fullerphone earth.
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very suitable for use in forward areas. In addition, the Fullerphone was
very sensitive and a line current of only 0.5 microamperes was sufficient
for readable signals. In practice, however, 2 microamperes were required
for comfortable readings and it could be worked over normal Army field
lines 15-20 miles long. Because the Fullerphone transmitted pure DC, its
signals could be superimposed on existing telephone lines, with
telephone and Fullerphone signals being sent over the line
simultaneously without mutual interference. Indeed, early Fullerphone
sets were made from converted field telephones, with the ability to make
either telephone calls or transmit telegraph messages. Telephone calls,
however, were not afforded any protection from listening in by the
Germans. Only telegraph messages were secure.
In October 1915 Fuller brought two prototypes to 5 Corps in Flanders.
His invention was tested on a five-mile loop of cable, part of which ran in
the water-filled moat of Ypres, with a 10Ω leak to earth. The instruments
worked well and were obviously the answer to the problem of
overhearing which had brought the British Expeditionary Force signal
system almost to a standstill.
The heart of the Fullerphone was the buzzer-chopper. This was an
electro-magnetic coil which, when energised, attracted an armature that
closed a contact (K) in the circuit to the headphones, but which at the
same time opened a contact in the circuit feeding the coil (B). Thus, the
coil de-energised and the armature returned to its original position,
starting the process over again. The buzzer-chopper usually worked at a
frequency of about 500Hz, but the precise frequency was unimportant as
long as it was in the audible range. The buzzer-chopper operated
continuously whether or not the Fullerphone was being used for
transmitting or receiving, but its frequency did not have to be
synchronized with the buzzer-chopper of the Fullerphone at the far end
of the telegraph circuit; the tone generated by the buzzer-chopper was
only ever used to generate an audible signal in the headset at the end of
the telegraph circuit where the tone was generated, and it was never
transmitted over the telegraph line.

Reception

If a DC voltage was applied between the L1 and L2 terminals and the
circuit was momentarily closed at contact K, a current will flow through
the choke coils CH1 and CH2, the headphones, contact K and the Morse
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key. When the circuit was broken at K the current cannot flow through
the headphones but will flow into and charge the condensers C1, C2 and
C3. If the circuit was again closed at K the condensers partially
discharge through the headphones. Therefore, when the buzzer-chopper
was working, an intermittent current at audible frequency flowed
through the headphones while the line current alternately flows through
the headphones and into the condensers. The line current remains
practically constant. Thus, Morse code dots and dashes sent by the single
current Morse key at the distant Fullerphone were received as short and
long notes in the headphones while the current in the line was of much
the same nature as that sent by a single current Morse set. The line
current in this case, however, was very much smaller, and clicks were
not perceptible due to the smoothing action of the filters in the
Fullerphone.

Transmitting

When transmitting, the buzzer-chopper was kept working as on
reception. If the circuit was closed at contact K and the Morse key was
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pressed, a current from the battery flowed through contact K, the
headphones, the chokes CH1 and CH2, and the line (L1) to the distant
Fullerphone. At the same time, the condensers C1, C2 and C3 were
charged to the voltage of the battery. When the circuit was broken at
contact K, no current could flow from the battery or through the
headphones. But the condensers were now able to discharge and send a
current to the line in the same direction as the battery current. The
combined action of the chokes and condensers thus maintained a steady
flow of current to the line (L1) as long as the Morse key is pressed in
spite of the fact that the battery current is being continually interrupted
at contact K. This arrangement enabled the sending operator to hear his
own signals in his headphones because, as before, an intermittent
current at audible frequency flowed through the headphones.

The Fullerphone was a great success and various improved models
followed. Towards the end of 1916, the Fullerphone was firmly
established, and by 1918 most divisions had adopted Fullerphones for all
their forward communication circuits. After the Armistice, more
improvements and modifications of the instrument were carried out. The
basic principle, however, was never changed. In about 1937 a fully re-
designed model, the Mk. IV, went into service. This (and its later
variations) can be considered as the most successful model, not only
being more sensitive than its predecessors, it had also a simplified
replaceable buzzer-chopper.

The Mk IV Fullerphone that saw widespread use
during the second world war.
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The use of British Fullerphones became widespread (20,000 were made
in Canada during 1942-3) and similar instruments were manufactured in
other countries, notably France, Australia, Italy, Portugal, Finland,
Germany (by Siemens), USA and Holland.
Meanwhile Captain Fuller had a long and successful career in the army,
finally retiring in 1941, having achieved the rank of Major-General.
There is much more technical information on the Fullerphone but by now
only our S&T department are still reading this so I will spare you more.

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Ode to a Fullerphone
By Signalman R. MELLOR, published in 'Jimmy', the WW2 journal of
the Royal Corps of Signals in the Middle East.

What is my greatest joy in life,
More precious even than my wife,
So comforting 'midst all this strife?
My Fullerphone.

How well I love your merry tricks;
Even when your buzzer sticks;
Delighting me with faint key clicks;
Oh Fullerphone.

How tunefully your buzzer throbs
As tenderly I turn those knobs.
Most fascinating of all jobs.
Oh Fullerphone

Potentiometer, its true
I'm not sure what to do with you.
Yet even you add beauty to
My Fullerphone.

Oh how I pity those poor souls
Who daily work remote controls,
Attached to crazy wireless poles.
Oh Fullerphone.

They never hear the tuneful tones
Of perfect Morse within their

'phones:
Just atmospherics, shrieks and

groans.
Oh Fullerphone.

But I must cease to write more verse.
Communication getting worse.
No wonder that I rave and curse
At Fullerphone.

Asthmatic buzzers, - crazy keys.
How can one live a life of ease,
With damful instruments like these
Foul Fullerphones!
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An Isle of Man Beyer-Peacock... for Marlow?
By Graeme Vickery

I think most members will be aware by now that I am building an EM
gauge model of Marlow station as it was in 1947. Most of you will
equally be aware of Simon Hamlin’s long-standing interest in Isle of
Man narrow gauge railways. Indeed, we had his horse tram layout at
the model railway show this year.
However, if you had come down on a Monday night recently you might
have been surprised to find Simon constructing a couple of EM gauge
bolster wagons from whitemetal kits for transport of logs into the
sawmill at Marlow, while I was constructing a model of one of the
Beyer-Peacock 2-4-0 locomotives built for the Isle of Man Railway.
The reason for this deviation lies in a holiday to the Isle of Man in 2017.
We travelled on the railway several times – well we had to get full value
from our week-long ticket. I was struck by the attractiveness of these
little locos. The gift shop sells some very nice static display models of
some of the Beyer-Peacocks made by Oxford Diecast, which I thought
long and hard about buying, but managed to resist the temptation.

An unmodified Oxford Diecast model of IoM Railway Beyer-Peacock
No. 13 Kissack. This locomotive was purchased new in 1910 and was

named after one of the company's directors, Edward Kissack.
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On returning home Tim Lovell told me that the Branchlines nickel
silver chassis kit designed to be used with their white metal body kit of
the locomotive could also be used the body of the Oxford Diecast model.
What’s more he said that there had been a recent article in the Railway
Modeller describing how to dismantle and butcher the body to
accommodate the chassis with gearbox and motor. That rekindled my
interest but I searched unsuccessfully for one of the diecast models.
That would probably have been the end of the matter had my mother-
in-law not herself been going on holiday to the Isle of Man last autumn.
A few rather less than subtle hints resulted in No.12 Hutchinson and
No.13 Kissack appearing under the Christmas tree last year. A
subsequent order to Branchlines by Simon resulted in my acquisition of
the chassis, gearbox, flywheel, Mashima motor and Markits wheels
axles and crankpins. And so all the ingredients were in place for a
minor(ish!) deviation from the Marlow project...
One of my secrets for attempting to build smooth running chassis is to
check for smooth running at each and every stage of the build. In that
way it is a lot easier to diagnose problems and fix them. So first I get a
smooth running gear box, then ensure it runs equally well in the
chasses with wheels attached to the driving axle. On this occasion I
then fitted the second driving axle along with the coupling rods. I held
these in place by slipping some insulation stripped from electrical wire
over the end of the crankpins and test again. The next task was to fit
electrical pickups and run the chassis on a length of track for the first
time before finally fitting connecting rods, slide bars and pistons and
testing again as a complete rolling chassis.
It all sounds simple when described as above but, in fact, each stage
was a bit more complicated than that:
First, I built the gearbox onto the end of the motor, attaching a couple of
wires and running some power through it. On this occasion the gearbox
ran like a dog. Close examination revealed two issues. The worm gear
attached to the motor armature was sitting too low into the gear wheel
that would eventually be fixed to the axle resulting in the motor not
running freely under power. The motor is fixed to the rear of the
gearbox by two screws. I solved the problem by simply filing the holes
into an oval shape thus allowing the motor to be positioned fractionally
higher. Next I realised the gear wheel on the axle was binding on the
sides of the axle bearings fitted to the gearbox. That was easily solved
by filing down the boss of the gear. The result was a lovely smooth
running gearbox.
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The next task was to build the chassis. This comes as nickel-silver etch.
I gently cut out parts from etched kits using a curved scalpel blade,
applying a rocking motion until cut through. The frame and spacers are
located using a slot and tab system that ensures the frames are
constructed squarely. I nevertheless always place the chassis on a
small mirror to check that it is straight and not twisted. Even a very
slight twist on a small, rigid chassis with only 4 driving wheels like this
would have a significant impact on running quality. I used 188o solder
and Carrs multi-use liquid flux for putting th chassis together. The
front pony truck is a two-piece construction that needs to be bent to
represent the triangular frame of the prototype. It is a bit of a fiddle
and could have been designed much better. With the gearbox and
motor introduced and electrical pickups fitted I had a running chassis.

The largely completed 'Branchlines' chassis kit.
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Pickups are copper coated paxolin glued between the frames. Attached
to this by solder are lengths of thin brass wire which is bent to shape
such that the wires press gently against the rear of the four driving
wheels.
With the rolling chassis complete, attention now turns to the
modifications required to the Oxford Diecast display model body. Self
tapping screws fore and aft under the chassis baseplate hold the
chassis, footplate and body together. The finished model will retain the
body parts and the mazak footplate that runs the length of the model,
as well as the cylinder covers from the original (display) chassis. These
are painted and lined to match the body and so are a much easier option
than using those supplied in the Branchlines kit.
The biggest job was to cut and shape a hole in the footplate large
enough to accommodate the motor and gear box. I cut as much as could
with a carbon disc in a mini-drill but it was not possible to get into the
corners or to make the cuts across the width. This was done very
carefully with a fret saw. It took two Monday evenings to complete the
job, along with some cutting and filing to remove a plastic boss in the
boiler previously used for a retaining screw.
I was very pleased with how the chassis fitted into the body. However,

The chassis with the parts of the disassembled Oxford Diecast model.
Note the large hole cut in the footplate on the left.
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the motor flywheel is visible inside the cab. I intend to spray it black
and insert crew either side which should act to disguise it.
As I write the locomotive isn’t quite finished. I still need to solder on
the front and rear cylinder covers and slide bars. Once done I will add
the connecting rod/crosshead/piston rod assembly. Fingers crossed that
I will still have a smooth running chassis. Once I have achieved that, I
will disassemble wheels, motion and gearbox to paint the chassis with
grey primer followed by matt black using Halfords aerosols. Then
reassemble it for the final time, add the cylinder covers from the diecast
model, the brake shoes and crew.

The reassembled model sits on its new chassis. This is a model of IoM
Railway Beyer-Peacock No. 12 Hutchinson. This locomotive was purchased
new in 1908 and was named after one of the company's directors, William
Hutchinson.
The Isle of Man Railway is a 3-foot narrow gauge line which links Douglas
on the eastern side of the island with Port Erin on the south-western side.
The route largely parallels the southern coastline. This fifteen-mile line is
all that remains of a much larger network. The Isle of Man Railway
company had originally opened a line from Douglas to Peel across the
middle of the island, while another company, the Manx Northern Railway,
had opened a line from St Johns, on the Peel line, to Ramsey. This line
followed the western coast northwards, until turning east across the top of
the island to reach its terminus on the east coast. The Manx Northern was
soon in financial difficulty, particularly after the opening of the Manx
Electric Railway, which offered a more direct route between Douglas and
Ramsey, and it was eventually taken over by the Isle of Man Railway.
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CaptainValentine Baker
By Graham Findlater

By way of a prelude to his
talk on the history of the
Martin-Baker company
on 14th February next,
Graham provides here a
biography of one of the
company’s founders.

Valentine Henry Baker
was born in
Llanfairfechan, Wales on
24th August 1888.
At the age of 26, early in
the First World War, he
joined the Royal Navy,
initially as a petty officer
mechanic, and was
assigned to the Royal
Naval Air Service Armoured car section as a despatch rider.
Five months later during the Gallipoli campaign he was wounded by a
bullet in his neck, which lodged near his spinal column. Doctors informed
him that an operation to remove it would probably prove fatal. He elected
not to have the surgery and carried the bullet with him for the rest of his
life. Valentine was discharged from the Royal Naval Air Service the
following August.

In November of 1915 he returned to military service, joining the Royal
Welch Fusiliers as a second lieutenant. In the spring of 1916, he was
posted to the School of Aero Flying and graduated as a pilot in September
of that year. He was then appointed as a flying officer in the military
wing of the Royal Flying Corps on the 25th September.
Valentine was assigned to 41 Squadron, where he spent the whole of his
time flying combat missions. During this time, he was reputed to have
shot down several German aircraft and was awarded the Military Cross
on 26th July 1917.
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The citation reads:
2nd Lt Valentine Henry Baker. Gen list and R.F.C.
For conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty. In many aerial combats,
he showed the greatest daring and determination. On one occasion alone
he flew at low altitude over enemy lines, attacking and dispersing enemy
artillery, infantry and transport, and returned with a valuable
reconnaissance report concerning the retiring enemy.

Flying was in its infancy at the start of the war. It was barely ten years
since Wilbur and Orville Wright made their first flight. The life
expectancy of combat pilots in those days was approximately two weeks.
Consequently, there was a shortage of pilots with any significant
experience and it was felt that those who had managed to survive were
too valuable to lose. Any pilot engaging in combat operations could be
killed, with the consequent loss of any experience they had acquired.
Even the most famous pilot of the war, the Baron von Richthofen, was
shot down and killed in the end. It was therefore felt by the R.F.C. that
the best of the experienced pilots would be better employed using their
hard-won experience to train new pilots.
The R.F.C. recognised Baker's skills as a flying ace and in June 1917,
appointed him to the role of flight instructor. He taught at Turnbury,
Catterick, and Cramlington and was successively promoted to temporary
Lieutenant and Captain.
Baker transferred to the newly formed Royal Air Force when it was
created by the merger of the R.F.C and R.N.A.S on 1st April 1918. He
was awarded the Air Force Cross in the King George V's Birthday
Honours in 1918, the same day that the medal was instituted. As such he
is sometimes credited as the first recipient of the Air Force Cross for no
better reason than that his name came alphabetically before all others
who received the same medal on the same date.
He was then assigned to No. 18 squadron and sent to Beverley in
September 1919 to supervise its closure, and then on to Grantham where
he was given a short service commission as a Flight Lieutenant.
He then went on to work in the Secret Codes department of the Air
Ministry until resigning his commission as Captain on the 1st October
1921.
After leaving the Air Ministry Baker joined Vickers Ltd and moved to the
Dutch East Indies, being affiliated to the Netherlands Naval Aviation
Service working as an instructor for three years, finally returning to the
U.K. due to his wife's illness.
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He then went on to take yet another job with Vickers Limited, but this
time in Chile, demonstrating the company’s aircraft and training Chilean
pilots.
When the family again moved back to the U.K., he took up teaching posts
at the Lancashire Flying club, and the London Aeroplane Club training
civilian pilots. He went on to form the Flying school at Heston
Aerodrome, which became the most famous in the U.K., teaching many
notable pupils, including the Prince of Wales, the Duke of Kent, Amy
Johnson and the chief of the Air Ministry Lord Londonderry.
In 1934 Baker left Heston and joined his friend James Martin in
founding the Martin-Baker Aircraft Company. The company was formed
to build aircraft, and Baker’s role was to be the company’s test pilot.
While flight testing the MB3 aircraft at RAF Wing on the 12th
September 1942, the engine seized, and while attempting an emergency
landing, the aircraft struck a pile of straw, cartwheeled and caught fire.
Baker was killed instantly.
His death greatly affected his partner James Martin, who now steered
the Martin-Baker company away from the manufacture of complete
aircraft, towards products intended to improve pilot safety, and this
change in focus led to the development of the product for which the
Martin-Baker company is now world famous, the ejection seat.
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Winter Programme
November 2019
22nd November 43 All Out - A Career in Ashes - Bob Proudfoot
29th November Garden Railways - Vic Burgess

December 2019
6th December Ickenham Festival Evening Portable Track Run
7th December IDSME Public Running Day
13th December Club & General Interest Night
20th December The Christmas Slide Show - Sir Cyril's Minions

January 2020
10th January Members' Slide Night
17th January Show, Tell, Talk & Tea
17th January London Model Engineering Exhibition
to 19th January - Alexandra Palace

24th January Club & General Interest Night
31st January Minions’ Quiz

February 2020
7th February Trains & Boats & Trams (and Buses)

in Scandinavia - Malcolm Parsons
14th February The History of Martin-Baker - Graham Findlater
21st February Club & General Interest Night
28th February Model Railway Group Presentation
March 2020
6th March The Underground At War - David Burnell
13th March The Diaform Machine

- Peter Pardington & Graham Findlater
20th March Club & General Interest Night
27th March Modelling Accident Tolerant Nuclear Fuel

- Tom Haynes
April 2020
Saturday 4th: IDSME Public Running Day

For latest winter programme updates see the IDSME website:
http://www.idsme.co.uk/IDSME/IDSMEWinterProgramme.shtml
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